
About the Company

This is a system designed for Medicare and Medicaid reporting, meeting CMS Section 111 requirements. 
It efficiently handles online claim submissions, interprets CMS response files, tracks claim statuses, 
ensures error-free submissions, and generates comprehensive reports.

The Problem Statement

Healthcare organizations face challenges in complying with the reporting requirements outlined by 
the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Section 111 Reporting. Managing online claims 
submissions and interpreting CMS response files efficiently and accurately can be error prone. Existing 
systems lacked comprehensive functionalities, leading to issues with claim tracking, submission errors, 
and compliance risks. 

The Challenge

Developing a solution that addresses the complexities of CMS Section 111 Reporting while providing 
integration with existing systems poses several challenges. Key challenges include ensuring the 
system covers all necessary functions for efficient reporting, supports multiple file formats for claim 
submission, maintains proper records and statuses of claims, and prevents errors in submissions to 
CMS. Additionally, the solution must be user-friendly, scalable, and adaptable to evolving CMS 
requirements. 

The Solution

Spiralogics offers a solution in the form of IMPAXX MIR (Medicare and Medicaid Interchange Reporting), 
tailored to address the specific needs of healthcare organizations grappling with CMS Section 111 
Reporting.


Key Features of the Solution:

 Comprehensive Functionality: IMPAXX MIR is specifically designed to cover all necessary functions 
required for efficient and effective reporting of online claims and interpretation of CMS response 
files.

 Flexibility in Claim Submission: The system supports various file formats (.csv, .txt, .xml) for claim 
submission, providing ease of use for healthcare organizations.

 Robust Claim Management: IMPAXX MIR maintains proper records and statuses of claims 
throughout the reporting process, enabling healthcare organizations to track claims accurately.

 Error Prevention Mechanisms: The solution incorporates error-checking mechanisms to ensure 
error-free submission of claims to CMS, minimizing compliance risks and submission errors.

 Customizable Reporting: IMPAXX MIR generates customizable claim reports, allowing healthcare 
organizations to monitor claim statuses and performance effectively. 

Tech Stack

The tech stack comprises .NET and Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL) for application development and 
database management. 
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